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Abstract
In this study, we introduced a Personalized Affective MRS that recommend a personalized playlist
designed for mood regulation. A Spotify-based web application was developed to investigate the
most effective and satisfactory way to achieve a self-defined target mood. As a mood indicator, a
one-dimensional mood slider was developed, rather than the two-dimensional grid used in the
previous system (van der Zande, 2018). Using this mood slider, participants were asked to choose a
song that represents their current and desired mood. A between-subjects experiment was conducted
to test the effectiveness of three recommendation strategies. First, as a control condition, the ontarget system provided recommendations based on a linear path between the participant’s start
mood and target mood (N = 36). Second, overshooting system overshot the target mood by 40%.
Thus, the recommendation will be generated based on the path between start mood and target
mood plus 40% distance (N = 37). Third, the loop system evaluated the mood in between and then
adjusted the next recommendations accordingly (N = 37). If the participants do not achieve their
target, system will overshoot the next recommendation. Otherwise, if the participants reached their
target, a normal (on-target) recommendation will be given.
Results showed that the music recommendations successfully improved the user mood
towards their target. However, we cannot support that the recommendation strategies influenced the
extent of this mood change. As opposed to what we hypothesized, the proposed strategies (i.e.,
overshooting, loop) do not perform better than the control condition (i.e., on-target). Moreover,
data indicated that the loop strategy is performing worse than the control condition. Compared to
the prior system by van der Zande (2018), our Affective MRS successfully brought participants
closer to their target in the energy dimension of mood. Data showed that to some extent, the onedimensional mood slider has a decisive role in the system use (i.e., mood regulation).
Keywords: Music, Recommender System, Affective, Mood, Personalization
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Chapter 1. Introduction
A key goal of music listening is mood regulation (Hargreaves & North, 1999; Lonsdale & North,
2011; North, Hargreaves, & O'Neill, 2000). Thanks to the popularity of music streaming service
(e.g., Spotify), which gives the user access to a million music pieces, Music Recommender Systems
(MRS) are becoming more essential to help users find songs than before. MRS aim to limit the user's
choice overload (Bollen, Knijnenburg, Willemsen, & Graus, 2010) by recommending the songs that
fit their musical taste and listening purpose (e.g., mood regulation).
Spotify accommodates the latter intent by providing the set of playlists under the “Mood”
section. However, these playlists are more based on context rather than mood; whether it can be
activity-based (e.g., Songs to Sing in The Car) or time-related event (e.g., Soft Morning). Moreover,
these playlists are not personalized. They do not consider the user mood (e.g., current mood and
desired mood) and user listening history (e.g., musical taste) to tailor the recommendation. Thus,
creating a personalized affective MRS.
As outlined by Schedl, Zamani, Chen, Deldjoo, & Elahi (2018), to build an affective MRS,
the system has to be able to infer the mood state of the user, mood concept of a song, and
understand how these two correlates. A prior MSc thesis study by van der Zande (2018) showed the
intercorrelation between Spotify mood annotation (specifically, energy and valence features) and user
mood (in the Russell (1979)'s arousal-pleasure mood model). As a result, Spotify’s energy and
valence features are significant predictors for both arousal and valence dimensions of mood.
Moreover, these two features are strongly correlated.
Further, van der Zande (2018) aimed to induce the participant's mood by asking them to
experience a playlist, built based on their mood path (current mood to target mood). The study
reported that people did not successfully reach their target mood; both in valence and in energy
dimension. Also, people were more likely to undershoot than overshoot their target mood.
Following this finding, it seems logical to aim beyond the target mood (to overcome the
undershooting) as a potentially more effective strategy. Another strategy is by measuring user mood
in between and adapt, thereby creating an affective loop (Broekens & Brinkman, 2013; Janssen, Van
Den Broek, & Westerink, 2012; van der Zwaag, Janssen, & Westerink, 2013). Therefore, the present
study aims to examine the effectiveness of different mood inducement strategies in a personalized
affective MRS (i.e., on-target recommendation, overshooting, and affective loop). Because of the
high correlation between valence and energy, a one-dimensional mood measurement will be used
rather than a two-dimensional grid. Moreover, the current study incorporated user-centered
evaluation. According to Knijnenburg, et al. (2012), different recommendation strategies might not
be equally satisfactory, and this effect is mediated by user subjective aspects (i.e., perceived
recommendation quality, effectiveness, efficiency). The research question thus:
Research question. What is the most efficient and satisfactory way to achieve the self-defined
target mood in a personalized affective MRS? Following the previous research, should we do an
overshoot, or an affective feedback loop?
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Chapter 2. Literature Study
2.1 Related work
Inducing mood via music is a classic concept that successfully applied in a various setting; both in
the lab setting (i.e., Westermann, Spies, Stahl, & Hesse, 1996) and in the real-world setting. In the
field of the recommender system, several studies interested to embrace the psychological state to
build an emotion-aware MRS, which later known as affective MRS.
One example, the Affective Music Player by Janssen, Van Den Broek, & Westerink (2012)
automatically recommended songs to improve the user mood using a biosignal approach. They used
the skin temperature as the measure of valence. First, participants had to rate their personal song
collection on valence (i.e., positiveness). Subsequently, Janssen et al. (2012) classified the songs into
three valence categories; negative, neutral, positive. Next, they used nine randomly songs in each
category aimed to bring participants into the more neutral, decreased, or increased valence state. As
a result, Janssen et al. (2012) concluded that personalized song recommendations influence the
participant’s skin temperature (valence). Following the study by Janssen et al. (2012), van der Zwaag,
Janssen, & Westerink (2013) incorporated energy as the second dimension of mood. In addition to
skin temperature, they used skin conductance to describe energy dimension. In their study, van der
Zwaag, Janssen, & Westerink (2013) induced participant’s mood into the direction they set
(increasing or decreasing the energy and valence) by letting them experience the corresponding
mood songs.
The aforementioned studies used a forced target mood to their participants, which might not
be the best approach. Mood is personal. Accordingly, bringing people to one predefined mood state
might not the best option for everyone. Taking one step forward, a Personalized Affective Music
Player by van der Zande enabled the users to choose their desired mood. van der Zande (2018)
generated a personalized music recommendation, based on the user’s personal music preferences,
that induces the self-defined user target mood. The system was Spotify-based, which relied on
functionality provided by the Spotify API to get user listening history, song features and
recommendation.
To infer the user’s affective state (and their current and desired affective states), van der
Zande (2018) employed two types of mood measurements. First, the questionnaire, consisted out of
arousal-pleasure by Mehrabian and Russell (1974) and the energetic arousal scale by Matthews, Jones,
& Chamberlain (1990). Second, he developed an interface-based mood measurement (i.e., music
exemplar). In the music exemplar, the participant’s favorite songs are retrieved, along with its mood
features (i.e., energy and valence provided by Spotify). Subsequently, the songs were arranged on
both features (i.e., energy, valence) in 7 levels, creating a 7 x 7 grid, where every cell contained one
track that represented one affective state (Figure 1). Using this music exemplar, participants were
asked to choose a song that reflects their current mood (start song), desired mood (target song), and
after-inducement mood (end song).
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Figure 1. Interface-based mood measurement (i.e., music exemplar) used in van der Zande (2018)

Using these two mood measurements, van der Zande (2018) investigated whether the Spotify
mood annotation (specifically, energy and valence musical features) can explain the actual user mood
(gathered from the mood questionnaire). He assumed that arousal could be explained by Spotify
energy feature, and pleasure can be explained by Spotify valence. However, the result indicated that
both Spotify’s energy and valence are significant predictors for both arousal and valence dimensions
of mood. Not only are they both significant, but the betas for energy and valence are quite close in
both models. It was found that energy significantly predicted user’s arousal (β = .25, p<.01), as did
valence (β = -.19, p<.05). For pleasure dimension of mood, energy significantly predicted pleasure
(β = .25, p<.01), as did valence (β = .26, p<.01). Findings are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1.
Regression table of arousal and pleasure mood from the previous study by van der Zande (2018).
B

SE(B)

t

p

Beta

Arousal

R-squared
.137

energy

1.033

.403

2.560

.012

.232

valence

.680

.353

1.930

.057

.173

Pleasure

.170

energy

.977

.370

2.640

.009

.234

valence

.941

.324

2.900

.004

.255

As also described by van der Zande (2018), there are two possible explanations for these
findings. First, the two-dimensional mood is not entirely orthogonal (Russell, 1979). A significant
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correlation between arousal and pleasure mood dimension in mood questionnaire (r (122) = .43, p
< .001) reported in this study magnifies the claim.
Second, the nature of Spotify’s energy and valence musical feature. Spotify indicates valence
as positiveness conveyed by a song. Tracks with high valence sound more positive (e.g., happy,
cheerful, euphoric), while tracks with low valence sound more negative (e.g., sad, depressed, angry).
On the other hand, energy describes as a perceptual measure of intensity and activity, calculated
from the song’s dynamic range, perceived loudness. Figure 2a show the correlation between energy
and valence feature in hundreds of Billboard’s songs (r (951) = .27, p < 0.001). Further, need to be
noted that the songs with high valence and low energy are rarely found. In line with this claim, van
der Zande (2018) reported a medium, significant correlation between Spotify’s energy and valence (r
(122) = .26, p<.01). Moreover, on average, participants tend to select the start song and target song
in the diagonal area of energy and valence (Figure 2b). In the study, five participants requested a
mood change on energy dimension, nine participants on valence dimension, and 41 participants
desired improvement on energy-valence mood. A binomial test indicated that the proportion of
energy-valence mood path is significantly larger than 50% (p < .005). This suggests that people are
more interested in improving both their energy and valence.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Distribution of energy and valence of songs in (a) Billboard and (b) study by van der Zande (2018).

Based on the information gathered from the music exemplar, (i.e., participant’s start mood
song and target mood song), van der Zande developed a playlist designed to bring the participants
from their current mood to their target mood. Subsequently, after listening to the playlist, their final
mood was measured. As a result, van der Zande (2018) reported that people moved towards their
target (p < .001). However, they did not perfectly reached their target mood; both in valence (Z =
−4.33, p < .001) and in energy (Z = −4.09, p < .001). Also, people were more likely to undershoot
than overshoot their target mood (p < .001).
A closer look has been taken to see how far people achieved their target mood. Van der
Zande illustrated the target reach as a relative ratio between mood change (distance between start
mood and end mood) and requested mood change (distance between start mood and target mood).
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As presented in Table 2, participants typically reached 55 - 70% of their target. Specifically, in the
medium range requested mood change (0.2 – 0.5 Spotify feature), participants reached 63% target in
energy (M = 0.63, SD = 0.221) and 56% target in valence (M = 0.56, SD = .27).
Further, we examined which one of the two Spotify features (energy or valence) that has
more impact on influencing the participant’s mood. We used t-test analysis to see whether the target
reach in van der Zande (2018) was significantly different between valence and energy. As a result,
target reach on Spotify energy and valence did not differ significantly, t (106) = -.809, p > .05;
indicating that energy and valence were equally sensitive in shifting user mood.
Table 2.
Target reach in the van der Zande (2018)’s Affective MRS.
Energy
reach

Requested
mood
change

Relative target
reach
N

Mean

SD

Distance between target
mood and end mood
Mean

SD

0 - .2

11

-2.124

2.276

.257

.115

.2 - .5

5

-.596

.648

.484

.175

> .5

1

-.002

-

.510

-

0 - .2

2

.380

.377

.075

.016

Target
undershot

.2 - .5

16

.635

.221

.128

.081

> .5

10

.738

.143

.154

.081

Target
overshot

0 - .2

6

2.468

.975

.156

.137

.2 - .5

4

1.254

.267

.068

.071

Opposite
direction

Valence
reach

Requested
mood
change

Relative target
reach
N

Mean

SD

Distance between target
mood and end mood
Mean

SD

0 - .2

6

-7.815

13.069

.389

.198

.2 - .5

7

-.349

.204

.509

.116

> .5

1

-.238

0 - .2

2

.596

.294

.057

.067

Target
undershot

.2 - .5

18

.557

.272

.156

.100

> .5

11

.444

.262

.364

.205

Target
overshot

0 - .2

6

3.774

3.782

.182

.178

.2 - .5

4

1.200

.118

.071

.045

Opposite
direction

.630

The present study is mainly grounded from the findings of van der Zande (2018). We
emphasized two primary outcomes from the prior Affective MRS. First, Spotify mood features (i.e.,
energy, valence) explained the participant’s mood (i.e., arousal, pleasure). However, the medium-
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sized intercorrelation between and within the features indicated that the two dimensions are not
entirely independent. Second, build-up recommendations successfully brought the participants
towards their target mood. Though, they typically undershot their target mood. The current study
aimed to improve the prior system. In the following section, we provide the theoretical background
around the affective MRS, along with the research questions and hypothesis formulation of the
present study.

2.2 User mood and music mood
As outlined by Schedl, Zamani, Chen, Deldjoo, & Elahi (2018), in order to build an affective MRS,
the system has to be able to infer the mood state of the user, mood concept of a song, and
understand how these two correlates. These three tasks are detailed below.
Mood
Mood refers to a non-intentional, longer-lasting, mild emotion experienced by the human
(Ekkekakis, 2013), which typically presented in either a categorical model or dimensional model. In
the categorical model, mood is categorized by distinct words such as happiness, sadness, or anger
(e.g., Zentner, Grandjean, & Scherer, 2008). On the other hand, the dimensional model describes
mood in two or three dimensions, such as valence, arousal, and dominance (e.g., Russell, 1979).
Dimensional model of mood is the most popular in literature (Ekkekakis, 2012; Ekkekakis,
2013). Most dimensional models include a pleasure and arousal dimension. One example, Russell
(1979) proposed that mood can be defined on the two independent dimensions of pleasure and
arousal. Another example of two-dimensional mood is Thayer (1989), which introduced two factors
of energetic arousal and tense arousal. Also, some studies proposed the third dimension of mood
called dominance (e.g., Bradley & Lang, 1994). Although there are some variances in the dimensional
mood modelling, we found that Russel’s arousal-pleasure model is the most commonly used model
in the field of affective MRS. It is the one we used in this project.
Mood concept of the music
Eliciting the music mood leads to the assigning the emotion terms to a music piece based on its
attributes, which often termed Music Emotion Recognition (MER). Prior MER research detected
typical connections between music attributes and user mood. For instance, feature extraction study
by Kuo, Chiang, Shan, & Lee (2005) indicated that song with the major key is perceived as happier
than those in the minor key. Also, song with high tempo is perceived more energetic than slow
tempo song. Yang, Lin, Su, & Chen (2008) took a regression approach to predict the arousal and
valence values of music piece. As a result, they explained the 58.3% variance of arousal and 28.1%
variance of valence. They found that spectral dissonance, chord, and pitch are the top features that
describe the valence dimension of mood. For arousal dimension of mood, flux and multiplicity
(number of pitches heard) are the top descriptors. Tonality (major-minor) was a significant predictor
of both dimensions.
Taking one step forward, Spotify as one of the most popular music streaming services used
those traditional music attributes to calculate the more high-level musical features, such as Energy,
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Valence, etc. These features became available via the Get Audio Features for a Track endpoint. Each
song has a set of features that have a value between 0 and 1 to each feature (Figure 3). Although
Spotify does not provide detailed information about the method used to determine these feature
values, they claimed that the features represent the user’s perception of a song.

Figure 3. Example of audio feature information for a single track identified by its unique Spotify ID, retrieved
using the “Get Audio Features for a Track” endpoint.

Using Spotify mood features (i.e., energy, valence) to explain the user mood
As mentioned earlier, the study by van der Zande (2018) showed that Spotify mood features (i.e.,
energy, valence) could be used to explain the user mood. However, the study reported that the two
dimensions (represented in the two-dimensional mood grid) are not completely orthogonal. Both
Spotify’s energy and valence are significant predictors for arousal and valence dimensions of mood.
Spotify energy and valence Spotify feature are significantly correlated, so do the arousal-valence
dimension of mood. Additionally, in the user side, participants were more likely to improve both
their energy and valence mood, rather than each dimension individually.
Given the findings, the current study proposed one-dimensional, interface-based mood
measures to indicate the user mood – which later will be called the mood slider. In van der Zande
(2018), data suggested that both features (i.e., energy, valence) were equally sensitive in shifting user
mood. Thus, we used an equal weight of Spotify energy and valence to describe mood. Specifically,
we took the average of energy and valence value of each song to describe mood, and thus place
those songs in one-dimensional space (more detailed explanation will be provided in the next
chapter).
Therefore, the present study aimed to explore how this one-dimensional mood slider can be
used in the affective MRS. Specifically, how the mood slider can help the users find a song that
matches a specific mood (i.e., current mood, desired mood). Then subsequently, the selected songs
will be used as information to get the affective recommendations. This leads to our first research
question.
Research question 1. To what extent can a one-dimensional mood slider (built from Spotify
features) helps the users regulate their mood?
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2.3 Personalized Affective MRS: Achieving a self-defined target mood
The second finding from van der Zande (2018) that we emphasized was; people did not successfully
reach their target mood, both in valence and energy dimension of mood. Moreover, people were
more likely to undershoot than overshoot their target mood. This leads to an assumption that we
should aim for beyond the user target (overshooting the target mood). Or, other potential solution
might be by measuring user mood in between and adapt, thereby creating an affective loop. Our
second research question thus.
Research question 2. What is the most efficient and satisfactory way to achieve the self-defined
target mood in a personalized affective MRS? Following the previous research, should we do an
overshoot, or an affective loop?
Overshooting the user target
Findings from van der Zande (2018) advises that we should aim beyond the target mood. To
implement this strategy, we first have to determine how far we should do the overshooting. As
shown before in Table 2, on average, participants reached 55-70% of their requested mood change
(distance between before-inducement mood to the target mood). Based on this data, we estimated
the overshooting value, which is 40% of the requested mood change. We assumed that overshoot
40% target will compensate the people who tend to undershoot.
Hypothesis 2a. Overshot the self-defined target mood is a more effective way to achieve the user
target, compared to the on-target recommendation.
Affective loop
In the field of affective computing, affective loop system refers to the system that automatically
manages an affective state of a human (i.e., mood) by measuring a parameter related to this affective
state (i.e., mood measurement) and continuously adapting another parameter that influences it (i.e.,
song recommendation).
According to Broekens & Brinkman (2013), the affective loop involves five stages. First, the
system has to detect the user’s affective state, which can be done by self-reported mood or automatic
detection. Second, the interpretation stage, where the user’s affective data is interpreted in the
context of use. In the third stage, system responses based on the interpreted affective state. Next,
the system communicates its affective state to the user using one or more affective modalities (i.e.,
sound, new recommendation, etc.). In the final stage, the system influences the affective state of the
user. Then, the loop starts again from the first stage to infer user’s affective changes from the system
changes.
As mentioned earlier, Affective Music Player by Janssen, Van Den Broek, & Westerink
(2012) also implemented a closed-loop system (Figure 4). In this closed-loop system, the music
selection was based on the physiological changes (i.e., effect of the song on skin temperature) and
physiological goal state (i.e., system goal to decrease or increase valence). System believes that skin
temperature are inversely related to valence. Thus, for example, to increase valence, system selected
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music that decreases the skin temperature. Janssen et al. (2012) concluded that using this system,
they could successfully influence skin temperature (and therefore valence) with personalized music.

Figure 4. Closed loop system in the AMP by Janssen, Van Den Broek, & Westerink (2012).

Given the theory and the result of previous work, we assume that by iteratively adjusting the
song recommendation based on user feedback, the user can move closer to their target mood. Thus,
lead to more effective mood regulation.
Hypothesis 2b. Affective MRS with a loop strategy is more effective in achieving the user selfdefined target mood, compared to the one-time recommendation (i.e., on-target, overshooting
recommendation).

2.4 User-centered evaluation for recommender system
The majority of recommender system literatures focus on objective evaluation, such as
recommendation accuracy. Although the more accurate recommendation leads to better user
experience, there are other factors that influence user experience, and these factors should also be
considered.
Knijnenburg, Willemsen, Gantner, Soncu, & Newell (2012) introduced a user-centric
evaluation framework, designed explicitly for the recommender system (see Figure 5). This
framework addressed both objective and subjective evaluation. The Objective System Aspect (OSA)
represents the system capabilities (i.e., algorithm performance, presentation, etc.). OSA influences
the Subjective System Aspect (SSA), which represent the user evaluative feelings while interacting
with the system. SSA is a highly personal aspect (e.g., perceived quality, usability, appeal) and typically
assessed by questionnaire.
Further, Knijnenburg, Willemsen, Gantner, Soncu, & Newell (2012) distinguish user attitude
towards the system (i.e., experience) and user behavior (i.e., interaction). Experience refers to how
the users perceive the interaction, which can be classified to (1) system-related experience, (2)
process-related experience, and (3) outcome-related experience. On the other hand, interaction
indicates the objective effect of using the system. These two aspects are correlated.
Moreover, this framework integrates personal characteristic (PC) and situational
characteristic (SC). PC represents the aspect of the users that affect their attitude and behavior
towards the system (i.e., demographics, trust, perceived control). On the other hand, SC includes the
aspect of interaction contexts, such as privacy concern, or situation-specific trust.
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Figure 5. User-centric evaluation model for recommender system.

According to this framework, we assumed that a different recommendation strategy used in
this study (e.g., on-target, overshoot target, affective loop) might not be equally satisfactory in the
user's point of view. Also, this effect is mediated by the user's subjective construct. Specifically,
perceived recommendation quality, effectiveness, and efficiency influence system satisfaction. Thus,
we hypothesize that the perceived system satisfaction is influenced by perceived recommendation
quality, effectiveness, and efficiency (H3).
As the users, overshooting their self-defined target might be regarded as providing irrelevant
recommendation – because the system gives a recommendation other than what they already stated
(as the target mood). This might reduce the perceived effectiveness, and thus might affect user
satisfaction (H4).
Iterative interaction in affective loop system might also be perceived as a nuisance. The
affective loop mentioned in earlier studies (e.g., Janssen, Van Den Broek, & Westerink, 2012; van der
Zwaag, Janssen, & Westerink, 2013) used biosignal to automatically infer the user mood, which
automatically calculates user’s physiological state to measure mood. Affective loop system without
biosignal approach requires more user interaction and more time-consuming, thus might also
negatively influence perceived system efficiency and system satisfaction (H5).
Another subjective aspect is perceived recommendation quality. Besides the system-level
evaluation, we also measured the item-level recommendation quality by asking the participants to
rate the subjective aspect of each song. Specifically, how they like the song (i.e., likeability), how they
know about the song (i.e., familiarity), and how the song fits to their personal preference (i.e.,
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personalization). We assumed that how participants perceive the recommendation quality is
correlated with these item-level evaluations (H6).
Also, as described earlier, in order to obtain the required information to generate the
recommendation, we used the mood slider as one way of expressing user mood. We assumed that
how the users perceive this mood slider objectively influence the system efficiency (H7).
In the user-system interaction side, we assumed that mood change (as the primary goal of
the system) influences system satisfaction (H8). Moreover, we assumed that user experience also
depends on the characteristic of the user. As suggested by Knijnenburg et al. (2012), domain
knowledge is a crucial variable in this respect. We assumed that how people experience emotion in
music (measured using the Goldsmiths Musical Emotion Factor by Müllensiefen, Gingras, Musil, &
Stewart (2014)) influence user experience and interaction towards the Affective MRS (H9 and H10),
as also found in van der Zande (2018). Accordingly, we construct the path model of user experience
evaluation (Figure 6).

Figure 6. User-centered evaluation model for Affective MRS.
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Chapter 3. Method
3.1 Research design
We conducted an online study in which participants used a web application access the Affective
MRS. This study employed a between-subject experiment with three recommendation strategies (i.e.,
on-target, overshooting, feedback loop) as the independent variables. As the dependent variables,
this study interested in the effectiveness of different recommendation strategy and how the users
experience the recommendation system.
Figure 7 illustrates how different recommendation strategies develop different
recommendations according to the user mood path. Recommendation playlist consists of nine songs
(black nodes in the graph). In the on-target condition, the system recommends a song based on a
linear path between the participant’s start mood song (red node) and target mood song (blue node).
As the second condition, the overshooting system overshoots the target mood song. Thus, the
recommendation is developed based on the linear path between the participant’s start song and
target song plus 40% overshooting value (justification is provided in the previous chapter). In the
third condition, the loop system gives the recommendations iteratively. The idea is after each
iteration (of three songs), mood path will be evaluated according to the intermediate target, and then
the system will adjust the next three songs. After listening to each iteration, the participants will be
asked to express their current (intermediate) mood. Accordingly, the system compares the
intermediate mood with the intermediate target mood. If the participants undershoot their target,
the system will overshoot the next recommendation based on how far they undershot in the last
iteration. Otherwise, if the participants reached their intermediate target, a normal (on-target)
recommendation will be given. There will be a maximum of three iterations.

Figure 7. Different recommendation strategy used in the study.
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3.2 Participants
In total, 110 participants joined the experiment in exchange for 5 EUR gift card or 20 EUR raffle.
Participation requires an active Spotify account used on a frequent basis. This was required as the
user listening history was used to build the song-based mood measurement (Figure 9). Subsequently,
songs they picked in the interface will be used as the recommendation seed, as described in the
previous chapter. Overall, the study took about 26 minutes (M = 26.82, SD = 9.70).
84 participants used Spotify premium subscription (76.36%). 89 participants indicated that
they were using Spotify more than 30 minutes per day (80.90%). Figure 8 shows the distributions of
time participants spent on Spotify per day (self-reported). On average, the participants were 22 years
old (M = 22.94, SD = 3.43), and 56 of them are male (50.91%). Three conditions are randomly
distributed over the participants, 36 participants were assigned in the on-target condition, 37 in
overshooting, and 37 in affective loop.

Figure 8. Distributions of time participants spent in Spotify per day.

3.3 Measurements
3.3.1 Mood measurements
To examine the effectiveness of mood change, we need to measure the participant’s beforeinducement mood (start mood), desired mood (target mood), and after-inducement mood (end
mood). Accordingly, we will examine the effectiveness by calculating the distance between the start
mood – end mood (mood change) and start mood – target mood (requested mood change).
Participant’s mood was measured in two ways; first, by answering the standard mood questionnaire
(mood survey). Second, by selecting a song that represents the corresponding mood in the interfacebased mood measures (mood slider). Details are provided below.
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Mood survey
As performed by van der Zande (2018), we used the validated scale by Mehrabian and Russell
(1974). Besides the arousal-pleasure scale, the prior system by van der Zande (2018) also used the
energetic arousal scale of the UMACL (Matthews, Jones, & Chamberlain, 1990). However, only
arousal and pleasure dimension of mood correlated with the energy and valence Spotify features.
Thus, the scale was excluded in this study,
Pleasure and arousal dimension of mood were represented by 12 adjective pairs to measure
the corresponding mood construct. Each construct was presented on the 5-point scale. Using this
questionnaire, participants were asked to indicate their mood twice; before and after music
inducement. The complete items are provided in Table 3.
Table 3.
Mood survey items used in the study.
Dimension of mood

Pleasure

Arousal

Low

High

Unhappy

Happy

Annoyed

Pleased

Unsatisfied

Satisfied

Melancholic

Contented

Despairing

Hopeful

Bored

Relaxed

Sluggish

Frenzied

Dull

Jittery

Sleepy

Wide-awake

Unaroused

Aroused

Calm

Excited

Relaxed

Stimulated

Mood slider
Besides the mood survey, the participants also had to indicate their mood using the onedimensional, interface-based mood measurement (justification is provided in the previous chapter).
This mood slider was developed from the user’s favorite songs. Each song was arranged according
to its calculated mood from Spotify feature. Here, the participants were not only indicated their start
and end mood, but also their target mood by selecting a song represents the corresponding mood.
For each participant, we used the same mood slider for the entire experiment. Detailed
implementation of the mood slider will be explained in Chapter 4.
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3.3.2 User experience measurements
Subjective measures for the mood slider
After experiencing the recommender system, we asked the participant’s perception on to what extent
the mood slider help them regulate their mood. There are four items measuring to what extent the
mood slider can help the users achieving their goal (e.g., mood regulation). Questions were answered
on a five-point Likert-scale (disagree – neither agree or disagree – agree – strongly agree).
A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted, as a part of the Structural Equation
Model (SEM) using lavaan package. Factor loadings indicate the weights and correlations between
each item and the construct (i.e., user perception on the mood slider). Negative factor loading
indicate an inverse framing. The items were found to be highly reliable (4 items; α = .72).
Table 4. Items for measuring user perception on song-based mood interface.
Construct

Items

Framing

Factor
loading

Mood slider
usability

In the mood slider, songs are placed correctly
according to their mood.

+

0.780

α = .72

I understood how the system arrange the songs.

+

0.487

Mood slider helps me find a song that represent a
specific mood.

+

0.745

I cannot find a song that represent the mood I want.

-

-0.506

Subjective measures for recommender system
In order to measure user experience, a set of items are developed based on the user-centric
evaluation framework by Knijnenburg, et al. (2012) (Figure 6). As explained in the previous chapter,
this study examined four user experience constructs: perceived recommendation quality, perceived
efficiency, perceived effectiveness, and system satisfaction. The items are adapted from various
works on recommender system (Knijnenburg, Willemsen, Gantner, Soncu, & Newell, 2012; van der
Zande, 2018). Sixteen items are answered on a five-point Likert-scale. The complete items are
displayed in Table 5.
As we can see in the table, item 4 of efficiency construct “using the Mood Player takes a
little time” has an incorrect direction of factor loading. Moreover, the factor loading was very small
(-0.049). Excluding this item significantly increased the Cronbach’s alpha score (from α = 0.469 to α
= 0.571). Thus, the item was excluded from the analysis.
On the item level, we asked the users to rate each song, expressing their perceived song
familiarity, song likeability, and perceived personalization (Table 6). Questions were answered on a 5point visual scale displayed in stars (see Figure 10).
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Table 5. Items used in the user experience measurement, with the Cronbach’s alpha per factor and the factor
loadings per item (e.g., the correlation between item and the factor).
Construct
Perceived
recommendation
quality
α = 0.890
Perceived efficiency
(in terms of time,
effort, and
interaction)
α = 0.571

Perceived
effectiveness of
mood regulation
α = 0.706

System satisfaction
α = 0.873

Item

Framing

Factor
loading

I liked the songs recommended by the Affective
Player.

+

0.999

The recommended songs fitted my taste.

+

0.927

The recommended songs were well chosen.

+

0.910

I did not like any of the recommended songs.

-

-0.640

Affective Player is convenient

+

0.628

I have to invest a lot of effort to use Affective Player.

-

-0.490

It takes too many mouse-clicks to use Affective
Player.

-

-0.338

Using the Mood Player takes a little time. *

+

-0.049

Songs recommended by the Affective Player were
relevant.

+

0.736

Affective Player gave me the songs that contribute to
my mood change.

+

0.431

I can find better songs to regulate my mood without
the help of the Mood Player.

-

-0.582

The song recommendation is built to induce my
mood.

+

0.526

I felt comfortable using the Affective Player.

+

0.563

I enjoyed using the Affective Player.

+

0.866

I would use the Affective Player again.

+

0.878

Using Affective Player is a pleasant experience.

+

0.767

*Excluded from the analysis
Table 6.
Item-level evaluation
Construct

Item

Popularity

Rate how much you know about this song

Likeability

Rate how much you like this song

Personalization

Rate how well this song fits your personal preference
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3.3.3 Musical sophistication
To examine the effect of personal characteristic on the user experience towards the system, we
measured the participant’s music-emotion engagement using the Goldsmiths Musical Sophistication
Index (Müllensiefen, Gingras, Musil, & Stewart, 2014; van der Zande, 2018). Six items are answered
on a five-point Likert-scale (full items are provided in the Appendix).

3.4 Procedure
Participants were participated online by accessing the web application in
https://affectiveplayer.herokuapp.com. After signing the informed consent, the participants were
asked to log in to their Spotify account. Next, the participants were asked to indicate their beforeinducement mood (i.e., start mood) using both the mood survey and mood slider. Subsequently, the
same mood slider was shown again with the instruction to select the song that represents the mood
participants desire (i.e., target mood).
After selecting the start and target mood song, a playlist of nine songs, which were reduced to 90
seconds each, was presented. This playlist was generated based on one of the three aforementioned
recommendation strategies. While listening to the songs, participants were asked to rate each song on its
perceived likeability, personalization, and familiarity (

Table 6).
After finishing the playlist, the participants were presented with the mood slider again and
asked to select a song that describes their after-inducement mood (i.e., end mood), followed by the
mood questionnaire. Finally, they were asked to fill a set of questions; measuring the user experience
towards the system (Table 5), music-emotion factor, and participant’s demography. The overall
system flowcharts are provided in the Appendix.
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Chapter 4. System Implementation
Our Personalized Affective MRS was developed using Spotify Application Programming Interface
(API) and the Spotify Playback SDK. Although the Spotify API and Playback SDK are available as a
desktop (i.e., Windows, Mac), phone (i.e., Android, iOS) and web application, we decided to build a
web application to target larger participants.
As described in its documentation1, Spotify API provides access to the song-related
metadata (i.e., music artists, albums, tracks) and user-related data (i.e., saved playlist, music listening
history) directly from the Spotify data catalog. Spotify Web API is based on REST principles, which
return JSON metadata. Data resources are accessed via HTTPS requests in UTF-8 format.
Spotify Web Playback SDK2 is a JavaScript library that allows the users to play the audio
tracks from Spotify catalog. In our system, we used Web Playback SDK to stream the generated
recommendation in the participant’s browser. Web Playback SDK requires a premium subscription.
Since this study allowed the free Spotify users to participate, we provided six premium accounts
dedicated to this study that can be used during the experiment.
We used Node.js-based3 backend that runs on a Heroku4 server. Also, MongoDB 5 database
was employed to store the application data. System flowchart is provided in the Appendix. Tasks
performed by the web application are detailed below.

4.1 Developing the mood slider
For each participant, we developed a personalized mood slider as a tool to indicate the user mood
(i.e., start mood, target mood, end mood). This mood slider remains the same for the entire
experiment. The process of developing the mood slider is explained as follows.
Design consideration
In the interface-based mood measures (i.e., mood grid) of the previous system, by van der Zande
(2018) used 49 participant’s favorite songs, which were presented in the 7x7 grid. Each grid cell held
one song that represented one part of the affective space, defined by the energy and valence Spotify
feature (which ranges from 0 to 1). In other words, van der Zande divided 0-1 feature value into
seven grids and placed one song in each grid. If any grid cells remained empty, they were filled in
with recommended tracks based on the already available top tracks.

https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/
https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-playback-sdk/
3 https://nodejs.org/en/
4 https://www.heroku.com/home
5 https://www.mongodb.com/
1
2
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As opposed to van der Zande (2018), we argue that music preference (and thus musical
space in Spotify features) is personal. For instance, the heavy metal enthusiasts will notice a
difference in relaxing or arousing heavy metal music, which all score relatively high in Spotify energy.
Thus, their music preference will be focused on high energy space. In contrast, musical space for
classical music fans will focus on lower energy. Also, they can differentiate the relaxing versus
arousing classical song in lower energy space. A slight jump in Spotify energy value for classic music
fan will affect differently, compared to the heavy metal music fan.
Accordingly, instead of forcing the user’s musical preference (which reflected on their
favorite songs) to fill the whole range of Spotify feature, we decided to arrange the user tracks in a
way that every user has its own personalized mood slider, representing their own musical space. For
example, the heavy metal fan’s mood slider contains relatively high energy songs while the classical
enthusiast’s mood slider is filled with songs in lower energy zone. Also, as explained earlier, we
applied a one-dimensional approach by calculating the average of energy and valence, rather than
plotting the two features independently.
Collecting participant’s favorite song
It is essential to provide personal, familiar songs in the mood slider; so, the user can easily interpret
the mood of those songs. Thus, the participant’s 45 most frequently consumed songs on Spotify
were retrieved, using the Get a User’s Top Artists and Tracks6 endpoint. Spotify provides three
different time span options of retrieving the user listening history; long term (calculated from
several years of data), medium term (approximately last six months), and short term (approximately
last four weeks). At first, we used the medium-term retrieval. If we cannot fulfil the 45 songs, the
long-term option was used to accommodate the user that may be inactive in the past six months. If
it remains empty, we concluded that the participants do not have enough Spotify listening history
and thus cannot join the experiment.
Calculating the mood of the song
To calculate the mood a song, we retrieved each song’s mood feature (e.g., energy and valence) using
the Spotify’s Get Audio Features7 endpoint. Subsequently, we calculate the mood value as an average
of energy and valence for each song (justifications are provided in Chapter 2).
Arranging the songs
After calculating the mood value of each song, the 45 user’s favorite songs are arranged into nine
mood segments (e.g., Segment 0, Segment 1 … Segment 8) according to their mood. Songs in the
Segment 0 represent the low mood songs which are less positive (e.g., smaller valence value) and less
energetic (e.g., smaller energy value), while songs in the Segment 8 represent the highest mood (high

https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/reference/personalization/get-users-top-artistsand-tracks/
7 https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/reference/tracks/get-audio-features/
6
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valence and energy). Each mood segment has five songs, which gradually increase in mood. Thus,
there will be 45 song classes (e.g., Class 0, Class 1 … Class 44). The number of songs and segments
are adapted from the prior system by van der Zande (2018). Figure 9 provides an example of how
the user’s favorite songs are arranged in the song-based mood measures.

Figure 9. Example of the mood slider. Blue boxes indicated the segment of mood. In the experiment, mood
value (in red) were hidden.

4.2 Creating the playlist recommendation
Design consideration
The main goal of our Affective MRS is to recommend a personalized set of songs (playlist) that will
help participants regulate their mood. In other words, the objective is to bring them from their
current mood to their target mood. A prior study by van der Zande (2018) suggested that a gradual
style playlist strategy (i.e. linear) leads to better user experience. Thus, the playlist will be developed
as a linear path between the current mood and target mood. We believe that more prolonged music
exposure will increase the likability of mood change. However, due to the time constraint, we
decided that the playlist contained nine songs, and each song was represented by 90-second audio
snippets. Earlier studies on Spotify recommender system shows that 90 seconds are enough for the
user to elicit the mood of a song (van der Zande, 2018; Wiechert, 2018).
Retrieving the recommendations
To get the recommendation, we utilized the Spotify Get Recommendation Based on Seeds
endpoint8. To make sure that the recommendation provided are personalized (e.g., matches the

8

https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/reference/browse/get-recommendations/
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participant’s musical preference), we used the songs they selected in the mood slider (participant’s
Top Tracks) as the recommendation seed.
Recommendation playlist built as a linear path between the start mood song and the target
mood song. We calculated the feature target (i.e., energy, valence) to obtain each recommendation,
according to which strategies they were in (i.e., on-target, overshooting, loop). Flowcharts are
provided in the Appendix.
Presenting the songs
After getting the song recommendations, we used the Spotify Web Playback SDK to present the songs to the
users. Each song was automatically played; the participants cannot pause or skip the songs. While listening to
these songs, the participants were asked to reflect on the item-related experience measurement (

Table 6). If they missed the rating, we paused the next song in ten seconds, followed by an alert
sound and message “Please fill the rating”. Figure 10 provides an example of the interface of the
music player.

Figure 10. Example of the music player interface.
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Chapter 5. Results
This section describes and analyzes the results of this study. First, we examined to what extent the
mood slider can be used to express the participant’s mood, and thus to accommodate the system
use. Subsequently, answering the main research question, the participant’s mood change and the
effectiveness of different recommendation strategies were investigated. Lastly, we incorporated the
user experience evaluation by constructing a path model.

5.1 Interface-based (mood slider) versus survey-based measures (mood survey)
As explained earlier, we measured the participant’s mood in two different ways. First, we used a
mood survey. Second, we developed a one-dimensional, interface-based, mood slider. Using the
mood slider, we asked the participants to select the songs that represent their current mood (before
and after inducement) and target mood. Before examining the effect of recommendation strategies
on the mood change (RQ2), we first investigated to what extent the mood slider can be used to
indicate user mood, compare to the mood survey (RQ1).
We conducted a correlation analysis between the mood survey’s outcome and the songs the
participants selected in the mood slider. In total, there are 220 observations since 110 participants
used the mood survey and mood slider to indicate both start mood and end mood. In the mood
survey, we have arousal and pleasure dimension of mood. In the mood slider, we used both Spotify
feature of each song (i.e., energy and valence) and how the songs are placed in the interface (i.e.,
class and segment) as indicators.
As presented in the Table 7, all dimensions correlated significantly (p < 0.001). Energy and
valence Spotify feature have a positive, medium-sized correlation with arousal (r = 0.37; r = 0.29)
and pleasure (r = 0.32; r = 0.37). Spotify mood, as an average of energy and valence features, has a
higher correlation with both arousal (r = 0.40) and pleasure (r = 0.41). How the songs were placed
in the mood slider (i.e., class, segment) also significantly correlated with the survey-based arousal (r
= 0.43; r = 0.42) and pleasure (r = 0.29; r = 0.28). Result indicates that how people select the songs
in the mood slider is correlated to how they answer the survey.
Besides the correlation analysis, we performed a multivariate multiple regression with the
mood survey’s arousal-pleasure as dependent variable and Spotify energy and valence as predictors
to see whether the Spotify features can explain the actual user mood (mood survey). Result indicated
that both Spotify’s energy and valence musical features are the significant predictors for both arousal
and pleasure dimension of mood (R2=0.167, p<.001; R2=0.170, p<.001) (see Table 8).
We are also interested in to what extent the calculated mood value (average of Spotify energy
and valence) can explain the survey-based mood. Multivariate regression with mood feature as a
predictor and survey-based arousal and valence as the dependent variables indicated that mood
feature is also significantly predicting the survey-based arousal and valence (R2=0.161, p<.001;
R2=0.169, p<.001) (see Table 9). The fact that the R-squares in both models are quite similar
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indicates that the Spotify mood is a strong predictor, compared to the energy and valence
individually.
Table 7.
Descriptive analysis and correlation between song-based and survey-based mood measures
Observed

Mood survey
Arousal
Valence
Mood slider
Energy
Valence
Mood
Class
Segment

Correlation

Range

Mean

SD

Arousal
(survey)

1.17-4.83
1-5

2.78
3.42

0.68
0.70

0.487*

0.04-1.00
0.04-0.96
0.04-0.98
0-44
0-8

0.60
0.44
0.52
20.22
3.65

0.22
0.23
0.19
13.53
2.66

0.374*
0.292*
0.401*
0.427*
0.424*

Valence
(survey)

Energy

Valence

Mood

Class

0.314*
0.367*
0.411*
0.289*
0.280*

0.374*
0.823*
0.695*
0.687*

0.834*
0.762*
0.756*

0.879*
0.871*

0.995*

Table 8.
Multivariate Multiple Regression using Spotify energy and valence as predictors.
Dependent variable
Arousal

Pleasure

Energy

.957** (.207)

.648** (.210)

Valence

.533* (.201)

.888** (.204)

Constant

1.973** (.131)

2.647** (.132)

n. of observations

220

220

R2

0.167

0.170

Residual std. error

.638

.646

21.759**

22.363**

F statistic

Table 9.
Multivariate Multiple Regression using the calculated mood as predictors.
Dependent variable
Arousal

Pleasure

Mood

1.482** (.229)

1.541** (.231)

Constant

2.012** (.126)

2.625** (.128)

n. of observations

220

220

R2

.161

.169

Residual std. error

.638

.645

41.855**

44.339**

F statistic
*p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01
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Further, Figure 11 provides distribution for each segment in the song-based mood measures.
As we can see, the mean of the Spotify features (e.g., energy, valence, mood) are gradually increased
for each segment. This indicates that the arrangement works as we expected (the songs in the low
segment represent the lower mood than the songs in the high segment). Furthermore, as also
mentioned in Chapter 2, we found that songs with low-energy and high-valence are rarely found
(Figure 12).

Figure 11. In the mood slider, user's Top Tracks are arranged into nine segments, according to their musical
features (i.e., energy, valence, and mood).
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Figure 12. of user Top Track's valence and energy for each segment.

User perception on the mood slider
We also measured participants’ subjective experience on how the song-based mood measures help
them in regulates their mood (complete items are provided in Table 4).
As the result (Figure 13), in general, song-based mood interface was evaluated positively. In
average, participants can find songs that represent a specific mood (M = 3.29, SD = .94; M = 3.39,
SD = 0.99). Also reported that they understood how the system arranged the songs (M = 3.20, SD
= 1.09). T-test indicated that the mean are significantly higher than neutral opinion of the five pointLikert scale (t(109) = 3.239, p < 0.001; t(109) = 3.239, p < 0.001; t(109) = 1.923, p < 0.05).
Only the first item “In the mood slider, songs are placed correctly according to their mood” scored below
the neutral opinion of the five point-Likert scales (M = 2.67, SD = 1.01, t(109) = -3.771, p < 0.001).

Figure 13. Mean values (bar height) and standard error (error bars) of the user’s evaluation on mood slider.
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Conclusion: Mood slider as a tool to express the user mood
Based on the results, we can answer the first research question “to what extent can a onedimensional mood slider helps the users regulate their mood” in two ways.
Quantitively, we found a significant, medium to high-sized correlation between the
participant’s survey-based mood and the slider-based mood song. All dimensions from both
measures are correlated significantly. It means that how the participants select songs in the mood
slider reflects how they answer the survey. Also, regression analysis indicated that both Spotify
feature (i.e., energy and valence) and the calculated mood are significant predictors for the surveybased arousal-pleasure dimension of mood. Thus, using the calculated mood is a decent way to
arrange the song in the mood slider (compare to the two-dimensional energy-valence approach).
Qualitatively, we measured the user’s perception on mood slider using a set of questions. In average,
people reacted positively in using the mood slider as a tool to help them use the system.
Concluding, the participants can use the mood slider as a tool to express their mood quite
well. Specifically, to find a song that represents their current (before-inducement) mood, desired
mood (target mood), and final (after-inducement) mood. Given the findings, we can safely use the
information gathered from the mood slider in the remainder of the analysis.
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5.2 Requested mood change: Did people want a mood change?

Figure 14. Schematic path of the users’ mood change. ’Start’, ’End’, and ’Target’ represent examples of the
position of corresponding songs.

As explained in the previous chapter, using the mood slider, participants were asked to select a song
that represents their current mood (start mood song), a song that represents the mood they want
(target mood song), and a song that represents their after-inducement mood (end mood song).
Subsequently, that information was used to build the recommendation based on the requested mood
change (i.e., the linear path between start mood song to target mood song). Figure 14 provides an
illustration of the user mood change.
Mood regulation is only beneficial if the participants want to change their mood. Thus,
before answering the research question, we first investigated if the participants indicated that they
want a mood change. We calculated the distance of start mood song and target mood song based on
the Spotify feature (i.e., energy, valence, mood) and song placement (i.e., class, segment). Also, we
calculated the Euclidian distance of energy and valence feature using the equation below.
𝑑(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡, 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡) = 𝑑(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡, 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡) = √(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 )2 + (𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 )2

The results showed that the distance between target and start mood was significantly larger
than zero (see Distribution plots are provided in the Appendix.
Table 10). Therefore, on average, the participants indicated that they wanted to change their
mood. Distribution plots are provided in the Appendix.
Table 10.
Descriptive analysis and t-test to examine the requested mood change.
t statistic
N

Range

Mean SD

H0: The distribution is equal to zero

Feature-based mood request
Energy

110

-0.46 – 0.77

0.2

0.24

8.999*

Valence

110

-0.40 – 0.87

0.27

0.28

9.860*

Mood

110

-0.36 – 0.72

0.23

0.2

12.304*

Euclidian distance

110

0 – 1.02

0.44

0.24

18.991*

Song placement-based mood request
Class

110

-21 – 42

18.13

13.98

13.393*

Segment

110

-4 - 8

3.56

2.76

13.338*

*p < 0.001
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5.3 Actual mood change: Did their mood change?
Second, we checked if there was a change in the participant’s mood after listening to the
recommended songs. The mood change was investigated using two types of measurements: songbased measurement and survey-based measurement.
To investigate the existence of mood change, we calculated the distance for each metric in
two mood measurement (i.e., mood survey, mood slider). Further, mood change will also be
investigated as a combination between the arousal and valence dimension of mood. We calculated
the arousal-pleasure Euclidian distance between start mood and end mood (in mood survey) and
energy-valence Euclidian distance between start song and end song (in mood slider). Results are
summarized in Table 11. All metrics indicated that the distance between start mood and end mood
are significantly different from zero. Thus, on average, participant’s mood changed after listening to
our recommendations. Distribution plot are provided in Appendix.
Table 11.
Mood change
t statistic
N

Range

Mean SD

H0: The distribution is equal to zero

Interface-based mood change (mood slider)
Energy

110

-0.60 – 0.80

0.13

0.26

5.153**

Valence

110

-0.65 – 0.83

0.13

0.28

4.745**

Mood

110

-0.49 – 0.62

0.13

0.22

6.145**

Euclidian energy-valence

110

0 – 0.92

0.36

0.21

17.980**

Class

110

-39 – 43

9.83

15.69

6.569**

Segment

110

-7 – 8

1.88

3.06

6.447**

Survey-based mood change (mood survey)
Arousal

110

-2.83 – 1.83

0.35

0.74

5.014**

Pleasure

110

-2.50 – 2.33

0.15

0.70

2.187*

Euclidian arousal-pleasure

110

0 – 3.47

0.88

0.62

(not normally distributed)

Euclidian -log transformed

107

-1.24 – 1.79

0.33

0.72

4.701**

**p < 0.001, * p < 0.05
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5.4 Effectiveness of recommendation strategies in achieving a target mood
To answer the main research question "which recommendation strategy is most effective in reaching
the self-defined target mood", two measures were used. First, we calculated the distance between the
end song and target song (path c in Figure 14). Second, we calculated the ratio of the extent that the
participants reached their target mood to see how far the target mood is reached, relative to the
distance of the mood request (path b divided by path a in Figure 14).
Distance to the target mood
In this section, distance between target song and end song is examined to see how far the target is
reached. If the user target is perfectly reached, the distance will be zero. Distance larger than zero
means that the target was overshot. On the other hand, distance smaller than zero indicated that the
target was undershot. Descriptive analysis and F statistic are summarized in Table 12.
Figure 15 and Figure 16 present the distribution and density plots for each metrics across all
conditions. ANOVA was conducted to examine the effect of recommendation strategies. Result
shows that the different recommendation strategies do not make a significant difference (H0 is not
rejected). However, a closer look at the mean of each condition tells the same pattern; loop
condition is not performing better than the on-target and overshooting conditions. Contrast analysis
showed that on average, the target energy distance in the loop strategy is smaller than in the other
two strategies (p = 0.07). Similarly, a t-test between on-target and loop conditions shows a nearly
significant effect (t (71) = 1.66, p = 0.05).
A closer look has taken to see what happened in each iteration of the loop system. As
described earlier, loop strategy consists of three iterations, where after each iteration, the
participant’s intermediate mood was measured. We assumed that after each iteration, participant’s
mood become closer to the target (the distance between end and target mood became closer to
zero). A repeated-measures ANOVA and pairwise t-test were performed to examine the effect.
As a result, second iteration is significantly smaller than the first iteration (p < 0.05) in
energy dimension. However, we cannot support that target distance in the third iteration is smaller
than the second iteration (p > 0.05). This might indicate that in the third iteration, people stopped
moving closer to their target mood (energy). As for the valence and mood metrics, we cannot find a
significant difference between the three iterations.
Table 12.
Descriptive analysis and F-statistic for distance between end mood song and target mood song.
On-target

Overshooting

Loop

N

Mean

SD

N

Mean

SD

N

Mean

SD

Energy

36

-0.05

0.19

37

-0.06

0.17

37

-0.12

0.19

Valence

36

-0.26

0.25

37

-0.22

0.24

37

-0.24

0.24

Mood

36

-0.09

0.15

37

-0.12

0.18

37

-0.12

0.16

Class

36

-6.72

11.27

37

-8.11

13.36

37

-9.11

11.81

Segment

36

-1.36

2.32

37

-1.62

2.71

37

-1.86

2.3
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Figure 15. Distribution and density plot for feature distance between target song and end song.

Figure 16. Distribution and density plot for class and segment distance between target song and end song.
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Relative target reach
In the previous section, we assessed to what extent people reached their target without considering
the requested mood change (distance between start mood and desired mood). Further, we assumed
that the length of mood change request influences the target reach (i.e., small mood request is more
likely to be achieved, etc.). Thus, we formulated a relative target reach as the distance between start
song and end song divided by the distance between start song and target song (equation below).
𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ =

𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

This ratio was calculated multiple times, based on Spotify energy, valence, and mood features
and song placement (e.g., class and segment). The interpretations are as follows;
•
•
•
•

Result 1 indicates that the target is reached
Result higher than 1 means that the target was overshot
Result is lower than 1 means the target was not reached
Negative result indicates that the participants moved in the opposite direction.

Using this relative target reach measures, a problem arises when people indicated that they
want to maintain their mood (e.g., zero distance between target mood song and start mood song), as
the distance will be divided zero (N = 4). Similarly, a problem arises if the participants selected the
fairly similar mood songs as the start song and target song (less than 0.5 points of valence and
energy). Because, as s result, a slight undershot/overshot will make a huge difference (N = 1). These
observations are excluded in the analysis. Also, we eliminated the extreme values for each metrics, as
explained in the latter section. Table 13 provides a descriptive analysis of each metric. First, we
assessed if the participants reached their targets, regardless of the conditions they were in. One
sample t-test showed that the target reach (in all metrics) was significantly different from one,
indicating that they did not perfectly reach their target mood (p < 0.001). However, as we can see in
the distribution plots, relative target reach is significantly larger than zero (p < 0.001). It means that
the participants moved towards their target, not the other way around. Further, people were more
likely to undershoot than overshoot their target mood (relative target reach were smaller than zero, p
< 0.001).
Table 13.
Descriptive analysis on the relative target reach.
On-target

Overshooting

Loop

N

Mean

SD

N

Mean

SD

N

Mean

SD

Energy

29

0.86

0.79

33

0.80

0.81

29

0.62

0.58

Valence

31

0.57

1.20

36

0.38

1.58

34

0.60

1.14

Mood

32

0.97

0.92

34

0.76

0.89

35

0.60

0.69

Class

32

1.03

1.23

34

0.88

0.85

35

0.62

0.68
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Mood and class metrics
First, a closer look at the mood and class metrics has taken as the two gave us a consistent result.
Extreme data points with target reach larger than 4 and smaller than 4 (N = 4) were excluded from
the analysis. Figure 17 provides a distribution plot of mood and class target reach of these two
metrics.
To see the effect of recommendation strategies on mood and class target reach, we
conducted a series of ANOVA, t-test, and regression analysis. ANOVA indicated that there is no
significant difference between the recommendation strategies in both metrics (i.e., mood and class
target reach). Comparing the loop and control conditions show a nearly significant evidence that
loop performing worse than the on-target strategy both according to the mood (t (65) = 1.905, p =
0.03) and class metric (t (65) = 1.709, p = 0.04). Similarly, conducting a linear regression with both
metrics (i.e., mood and class target reach) as dependent variable and recommendation strategies as
independent variables shows that the effect of loop (compare to on-target strategies) were almost
statistically significant for both mood (β = -0.37, p = 0.06) and class metrics (β = -.41, p = 0.07).
The negative coefficient indicates that loop strategy is performing worse than on-target strategy
(regression table is provided in the Appendix).
A closer look at the data shows as that there are a noticeable number of “1” values in the
loop condition. To assess this effect, we create a categorical variable illustrated whether the target
reach is undershot, reached, or overshot. We classified the target reach smaller than 0.60 as
undershot, between 0.60 – 1.2 as reached, and larger than 1.2 as overshot (threshold is inspired from
the study by van der Zande (2018)). Then, we performed a logistic regression with recommendation
strategies as independent variable. As a result, there is no significant difference the between three
recommendation strategies. Negative coefficients indicate that the overshooting and loop strategies
are still performing worse than the on-target strategy (regression table is provided in the Appendix).
However, the effects are not significant.
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Figure 17. Distribution and density plot of mood and class target reach.

Energy and valence metrics
In contrast with mood and class metrics, eyeballing the energy and valence target reach is not
providing a consistent pattern across the conditions. Also, we found some extreme cases. In energy
dimension, target reach larger than 4 and smaller than -4 were excluded from the analysis (N = 14).
As for valence, target reach larger than 6 and smaller than -4 were excluded (N = 4).
As distributions are not normally distributed in these metrics, we used a Kruskal-Wallis test
to investigate the difference between conditions, with energy (and valence) relative target reach as
the dependent variable. Result indicated that there is no significant difference between the
recommendation strategies. Similarly, conducting a linear regression with both metrics (i.e., energy
and valence target reach) as the dependent variable and recommendation strategies as independent
variables shows no significant difference of different recommendation strategy in target reach.
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Figure 18. Distribution and density plot of energy (top) and valence (bottom) target reach.

Conclusion: Effect of mood inducement strategies in achieving the user target mood
Concluding, the data cannot support the hypothesis that the different recommendation strategies
have a different effect on reaching the user target mood (Hypothesis 2a and 2b). As opposed to
what we hypothesized, we found a piece of evidence that loop strategy is performing worse than the
on-target condition on both mood and class metrics. However, the effect is not statistically
significant (mood: t (65) = 1.905, p = 0.03; class: t (65) = 1.709, p = 0.04).
Regardless of the strategies used in the system, t-test on the target reach showed that
participants did not perfectly reach their target mood (p < 0.001). However, they moved towards
their target (p < 0.001). Further, people were more likely to undershoot than overshoot their mood
(p < 0.001).
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5.5 Incorporating the user experience evaluation
As described in Chapter 2, we hypothesized that the effect of different recommendation strategies
(e.g., on-target, overshooting, loop) on user attitude and behavior (e.g., user experience, user
interaction) is mediated by user subjective constructs (e.g., recommendation quality, perceived
efficiency, and perceived effectiveness). A Structural Equation Model (SEM) using lavaan R package
was used to construct a path model. We employed the on-target condition as a baseline for the
recommendation strategies. Also, we chose the mood metric to represent the user-system interaction
(mood distance between end song and start song). The path model (χ2 (303) = 518.670, p < 0.001,
CFI = 0.839, TKI = 0.819, RMSEA = 0.081, 90% CI [0.069, 0.093]) is provided in the Figure 19.

Figure 19. Path model for the user experience evaluation. Solid arrow indicating the significant effects (p <
0.05). The number next to the arrow indicate a standardized effect size and standard errors.

First, we hypothesized that subjective evaluations towards the system influence system
satisfaction (H3). As expected, we found that the perceived recommendation quality, effectiveness
and efficiency have a significant positive effect on the system satisfaction.
Subsequently, we assumed that a different recommendation strategy (i.e., on-target,
overshoot target, affective loop) might not be equally satisfactory. We hypothesized that overshoot
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the user target might reduce the perceived effectiveness, and thus might affect user satisfaction (H4).
We found that the overshooting strategy (compare to the on-target) has a negative impact on system
effectiveness. However, the effect is not statistically significant. Similarly, ANOVA test indicated that
there was no significant difference between three conditions in system effectiveness. Although we
cannot support H4, Figure 20 shows that on average, effectiveness on overshooting strategy is
slightly smaller than the other two conditions.

Figure 20. Mean values (bar height) and standard error (error bars) of the system effectiveness.

Further, we hypothesize that the loop strategy might negatively influence the perceived
efficiency (H5). In line with our hypothesis, we found a negative impact of loop strategy on system
efficiency. However, the number is not statistically significant. Similarly, ANOVA test indicated that
there was no significant difference in system efficiency between three conditions. Besides, t-test with
adjusted alpha level shows an insignificant difference between loop condition and the other two
conditions (i.e., on-target, overshooting) (p = 0.08). Thus, we cannot statistically support H5. Figure
21 shows that on average, loop strategy is less efficient than the other conditions.

Figure 21. Mean values (bar height) and standard error (error bars) of the system efficiency.

Regarding the recommendation quality, we assume that how participants perceive the
recommendation influenced by the item-level subjective evaluation (i.e., song likeability, familiarity,
and personalization) (H6). To assess this effect, we took the average of the all song ratings given by
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the participant (nine songs), and thus incorporate them in the model. We found a strong, positive
effect of personalization on recommendation quality (B = 0.88, p < 0.05). We also found this
personalization is influenced by song likeability (B = 0.93, p < 0.05). Thus, how the participants
perceived the personalization of a song (to what extent a song fit their musical preference) and how
they like the song strongly influence the recommendation quality (H6 is supported). However, the
effect of perceived familiarity (to what extent the participants knew about the song) on
recommendation quality is not statistically significant. This might because our system gave relatively
new songs as recommendations. A closer look at the data shows that, on average, participants did
not familiar with the songs in all conditions (M = 1.77, SD = .66).
As mentioned earlier, we developed a mood slider as a tool to indicate the participant’s
mood. The path model showed that user perception of the mood slider significantly influences the
system efficiency (H7 is supported).
In the user-system interaction side, in line with our hypothesis, we found that the mood
change (as the main goal of the system) influences system satisfaction (H8 is supported). Lastly, we
hypothesize that the user’s personal characteristic, specifically, the music-emotion engagement
influence how they interact with the system (i.e., mood change) and how they experience the system
(i.e., system satisfaction). We found that the emotion factor is not significantly influencing the mood
change (H9 is most likely untrue). Nevertheless, it significantly influences the system satisfaction
(H10 is supported).
Summarizing, although the three recommendation strategies are not statistically different on
subjective evaluation aspects, we found that subjective evaluation influence user experience (system
satisfaction) and system-user interaction (mood change) (in line with Knijnenburg, et al. (2012)).
Overall, participants have positive experience towards the system, regardless of the conditions they
were in. T-test indicated that the mean of subjective evaluation are significantly higher than neutral
opinion of the five point-Likert scale (recommendation quality: t(109) = 3.52, p < 0.001; efficiency:
t(109) = 5.98, p < 0.001; satisfaction: t(109) = 7.57, p < 0.001). Except for the system effectiveness,
the mean are not significantly higher than the neutral opinion (M = 3.04, SD = 0.06, t(109)=0.53, p
= 0.29). Details are provided in Appendix A.
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Chapter 6. Discussion
6.1 Effect of recommendation strategies in achieving user target mood
Our primary research question was to find the most efficient and satisfactory way to achieve the user
target mood in Affective MRS. As a result, we found that music recommendations influence the
participant mood. However, we did not find that the recommendation strategies influenced the
extent of this mood change.
Overshooting strategy did not perform better
We hypothesized that the overshooting strategy would perform better than the on-target condition.
We did not find statistical evidence to support this hypothesis. It might indicate that both strategies
are equally effective in influencing the participant's mood.
Although the finding is not in line with our hypothesis, the fact that overshooting strategy is
not performing better than the control condition is slightly expected. The idea to overshoot the
target mood is grounded from the finding by van der Zande (2018), stated that people are more
likely to undershoot their self-defined target (30 - 40% relative to their requested mood change).
Thus, we assume that it is logical to aim 40% beyond the target mood. However, we do not know
how much is the ideal overshooting value.
Also, we realized that overshooting the target mood is the only solution for the people who
tend to undershoot. It might not be the case for the people who reached or overshot their target,
which might perceive the overshooting recommendations as abortive. In the subjective evaluation,
we found that the overshooting strategy (compare to the on-target) has a negative effect on system
effectiveness, which also influences the system satisfaction. Although the effect is not statistically
significant, it might provide an additional explanation on why the overshooting is not performing
better than the control condition.
Loop strategy did not perform better
According to literature, we assumed that the loop strategy is a more effective way to achieve the user
self-defined target mood, compared to the one-time recommendation (i.e., on-target, overshooting
recommendation). However, as opposed to our hypothesis, we found that the loop condition is
performing worse than the control condition in mood (p = 0.03) and class metric (p = 0.04).
One possible explanation for this is because the loop strategy used in the system is not the
true affective loop (Broekens & Brinkman, 2013). In our Affective MRS, the loop system evaluates
the intermediate target and then adjusts the next recommendation in a maximum of three iterations.
It is not entirely in line with the concept of true affective loop described in the literature, which
continuously adapting the mood parameter (in this case, song recommendation) until the purpose is
achieved.
Further, in the user's perspective, we assumed that asking the mood in between might be
regarded as a nuisance. The loop system is designed to bring the user closer to their target reach in
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each iteration. Data showed that the distance between target mood and current mood (i.e.,
intermediate mood) in the second iteration is significantly smaller than the first iteration. However,
in the third iteration, the distance between the target mood and the current mood was not
significantly smaller than the second iteration. It might imply that users stopped to move closer to
their target in the third iteration.
Summarizing, we did not find statistically significant evidence to support that the proposed
strategies (i.e., overshooting, loop) have a positive effect on achieving the user target mood. On top
of that, we found an indication that the loop strategy is performing worse than the control
condition. Since this study interested in the medium to high-sized effect to draw a practical
significance, we assume that all the three strategies are equally effective in attaining the user target
mood (if not less effective). In other words, the suggested strategies could not overcome the
undershooting phenomenon found in van der Zande (2018).

6.2 Personalized affective MRS: a successful system?
Regardless of the three strategies used in the system, we found that participants moved towards
their target mood (p < 0.001). Compared to the outcome of the prior system by van der Zande
(2018), the relative target reach in this study is significantly larger in energy dimension of mood
(present: M = .99, SD = .18; prior: M = 0.21, SD = 0.23; t (155) = 0.517; p < 0.05). Incorporating the
user-centric evaluation, user reacted positively towards the system. The subjective constructs (i.e.,
perceived recommendation quality, efficiency, and satisfaction) are reportedly larger than the neutral
opinion.
A closer look at the interface-based mood measurement (mood slider)
In contrast to van der Zande (2018) A major change we made in the current system was the
personalized, one-dimensional mood slider as a tool to indicate user mood. First, we checked
whether the proposed mood slider could be used as a valid measurement of mood. We found a
significant, medium-sized correlation between the outcome of mood survey and mood slider. As
expected, the calculated mood feature (as an indicator of how we arranged the songs) has a higher
correlation than Spotify energy and valence individually. Compared to the two-dimensional mood
grid by van der Zande (2018), we found a slightly higher amount of explained variance in predicting
the survey-based mood. This might indicate that the one-dimensional mood slider is a decent tool to
express the user mood.
Further, in the subjective evaluation, people reacted positively in using the mood slider as a
tool to help them use the system. The path model shows that the user perception on mood slider
positively influences the system efficiency, which leads to a better system satisfaction. It indicates
that to some extent, the one-dimensional mood slider has a decisive role in the system use (i.e.,
mood regulation).
As opposed to the two-dimensional mood grid used in van der Zande (2018), we made two
significant changes in a mood slider as the mood indicator, which might lead to the better affective
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MRS. First, we arranged the songs in a one-dimensional manner, by averaging the Spotify energy and
valence. van der Zande (2018) found that Spotify energy and valence are strongly correlated. Also,
he reported that the arousal dimension of mood was explained by both Spotify energy and valence.
So was the pleasure dimension. Thus, representing energy and valence Spotify features as two
independent dimensions (in 7x7 mood grid) might lead to the incorrect perception of mood. The
one-dimensional mood slider might be a better way to arrange the songs according to their mood.
Second, 7 x 7 mood grid in van der Zande (2018) used an absolute range of Spotify energy
and valence to define user mood. One shift of a song means 1.4 shift on Spotify feature (i.e., energy,
valence). As explained earlier, we argue that everyone has different musical space, in terms of energy
and valence. Some people might have more density in particular mood zone. Thus, a slight change in
that zone will make a huge difference. In our mood slider, the range of each cell is relative to user
musical preference. This might lead to a more personalized, accurate measurement of mood.

6.3 Limitation and future research
This study was conducted online, with limited control of the experiment. Although the design was
ecologically more valid than the lab experiment, we expect that external factors might influence the
system use. During music listening (approximately 13 minutes in total), we do not give the
participants a specific task to be performed. Any other activities (or even, none other activity than
the music listening) might affect the mood change. Also, in the field experiment, we have limited
information about the technical difficulties experienced by the participants. Which might also
considerably influence their mood. The second limitation is the number of participants. Our power
calculation required 150 participants to find an effect of three different recommendation strategies.
Ultimately, 110 participants completed the study due to time and resource constraint.
The fact that the participants still tend to undershoot their target might be an interesting
focus for future research. This might be because of inadequate implementation of proposed
strategies to tackle the undershooting (i.e., overshooting, loop strategy). As mentioned before, this
study is not entirely implementing the true affective loop. Finding the way to implement the affective
loop system without neglecting the user subjective aspect might be challenging yet appealing.

6.4 Practical implication
The findings lead us to a design suggestion for affective MRS. Assuming that all mood inducement
strategies are equally effective, the system designer should rely on other constructs to decide which
algorithm to use (i.e., implementation cost, user experience evaluation). Technically, developing the
overshooting and loop recommendation is more complicated than the on-target system. Also,
subjective evaluation reported that the users perceived overshooting and loop strategy as less
effective and efficient than the control condition. Although the effect is not statistically significant, it
might provide an additional consideration on system design. Data shows that these two subjective
constructs (i.e., effectiveness, efficiency) significantly influence the user experience (satisfaction) and
user-system interaction (mood change).
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Appendix A. Data Visualization
Requested mood change (distance between start mood and target mood)
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Actual mood change (distance between musical feature

48
Subjective evaluation on recommender system
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Appendix B. Data Analysis
Linear regression on relative target reach and recommendation strategies
Dependent variable
Target reach (mood)

Target reach (class)

Overshooting

-0.213 (0.206)

-0.151 (0.231)

Loop

-0.378 (0.205)

-0.410 (0.229)

Constant

0.973* (0.148)

1.029* (0.165)

Observations

101

101

R-square

0.035

0.013

Recommendation strategy

Logistic regression on relative target reach and recommendation strategies
Dependent variable
Target reach (mood)
Recommendation strategy
Overshooting

-0.528 (0.506)

Loop

-0.703 (0.502)

Constant

0.646* (0.372)

Observations

101

R-square (pseudo)

0.015

Relative target reach
(in mood metric)

Recommendation strategies
On-target

Overshooting

Loop

Total

Undershot (< 0.6)

11

16

18

45

Reached (> 0.6 and < 0.12)

14

11

14

39

Overshot (> 1.2)

7

7

3

17

Total

32

34

35

101

50

Appendix C. System flowcharts
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Generate on-target recommendations
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Generate overshooting recommendation
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Get loop recommendation
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Appendix D. Musical Emotion Factor
Items

Framing

I sometimes choose music that can trigger shivers down my spine.

+

Pieces of music rarely evoke emotions for me.

+

I often pick certain music to motivate or excite me.

+

I am able to identify what is special about a given musical piece.

+

I am able to talk about the emotions that a piece of music evokes for me.

+

Music can evoke my memories of past people and places.

+
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Appendix E. Demographic questions
Question

Possible answer

What is your gender?

•
•
•

What is your age?

Integer number, ranges from 0-100

I listen attentively to music for ... per day.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Male
Female
Rather not to say
0 – 15 minutes
15 – 30 minutes
30 – 60 minutes
40 – 90 minutes
2 – 3 hours
4 hours or more

